In 2012, Bruce Springsteen delivered the keynote address at the South By Southwest Music Conference and Festival. His task was daunting: reconnect authenticity to a traditional approach to creating art. By bringing together ideas on authenticity, creativity, and culture, Springsteen's talk joins a lineage of essays that defend poetry, creativity, and culture, including famous works by William Wordsworth and T.S.
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The Biannual Online-Journal of Springsteen Studies 1.1 (2014) James A. Holstein call a "discursive environment," a space that "provide[s] choices for how we articulate our lives and selves. Discursive environments are interactional domains characterized by distinctive ways of interpreting and representing everyday life, of speaking about who and what we are." 9 In this discursive environment, Springsteen adopts the role of a literary critic to interpret and defend a particular approach to the creation of art grounded in "your teachers, your influences, your personal history." 10 By bringing together ideas on authenticity and creativity under one heading within the context of a time when popular music has become "a new language, cultural force, [and] social movement," Springsteen's talk joins a lineage of essays that defend poetry, creativity, and culture, dating back to Aristotle's "The Art of Poetry" and including work by Philip Sidney, William Wordsworth, Percy Shelley, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Matthew Arnold, T.S. Eliot, Flannery O'Connor, Adrienne Rich, Susan Sontag, Jonathan Latham, and others. 11 In this article, I locate Springsteen's discussion of the creation of art within a lineage of artists discussing the processes of composing. First, I connect Springsteen's discussions on influence to country and folk music. Proponents of these two genres have employed similar claims about the authenticity of common language and what Pete Seeger has described as "links in a chain. 9 Jaber F. Gubrium and James Holstein, "From the Individual Interview to the Interview Society," in Postmodern Interviewing, ed. Jaber F. Gubrium and James A. Holstein (Thousand Oaks: SAGE Publications, Inc, 2003), 44. 10 Springsteen, "Bruce Springsteen's SXSW 2012 Keynote Speech." 11 Springsteen, "Bruce Springsteen's SXSW 2012 Keynote Speech."
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All of us [musicians], we're links in a chain." 12 I then contextualize Springsteen's observations within an extended discussion of Wordsworth's Romantic theme of the authentic voice of the common citizen and Eliot's Modern theme of the importance of literary tradition, focusing on Springsteen's We Shall Overcome: The Seeger Sessions. Wordsworth's 1802 "Preface to Lyrical Ballads" and Eliot's 1921 essay "Tradition and the Individual Talent" are instructive for contextualizing Springsteen's approach to writing and his ideas on the composing process as articulated in his SXSW address and elsewhere. Bringing Wordsworth and Eliot together may surprise some, especially because of Eliot's rejection of Romanticism and his admonitions against emotion and personality, which are two of Wordsworth's main approaches. Springsteen, however, coalesces Wordsworth's call for the poet "to choose incidents and situations from common life, and to relate or describe them, throughout, as far as was possible in a selection of language really used by men" with Eliot's call for the poet to "procure a consciousness of the past and [to] continue to develop this consciousness throughout his career." 13 Building on the themes of tradition and authenticity, I conclude by considering Springsteen as heir of Guthrie's and Seeger's legacies. In the end, I challenge Springsteen to more fully embrace practices that separate him from corporate labels if he is to embody fully what is becoming his developing role as cultural ambassador for the arts.

Springsteen's SXSW Keynote and the Folk Process
In his SXSW keynote, Springsteen uses his podium to argue in defense of a process of creating meaningful work:
I'd like to talk about the one thing that's been consistent over the years: the genesis and power of creativity, the power of the songwriter, or let's say composer, or just creator. So whether you're making dance music, Americana, rap music, electronica; it's all about how you are putting what you do together. The elements you're using don't matter. Purity of human expression and experience is not confined to guitars, to tubes, to turntables, to microchips. … We live in a post-authentic world. And today authenticity is a house of mirrors. It's all just what you're bringing when the lights go down. It's your teachers, your influences, your personal history. And at the end of the day, it's the power and purpose of your music that still matters. 14 Springsteen chooses a daunting task for any orator: to reconnect authenticity to a traditional approach to creating art. His concerns are similar to those of Philip Sidney in 1595: to defend his art to a society that openly questioned the authenticity of poetry. In "The Defense of Poesy," Sidney advocates for poetry and poets against charges that writing poetry is a waste of time, that poems are full of lies and "infect us with pestilent desires." 15 In response, Sidney argues for the importance of poetry in terms of how poets interpret and represent the worlds around them: "Only the poet, disdaining to be tied to any such subjection, lifted up with the vigor of his own invention, doth grow, in effect, into another nature, in making BOSS: The Biannual Online-Journal of Springsteen Studies 1.1 (2014) things . . . better than nature bringeth forth…" 16 For Sidney, "Poesy is of all human learnings the most ancient and of most fatherly antiquity, as from whence other learnings have taken their beginnings…" 17 Springsteen similarly approaches his defense by locating popular music within a history of contemporary music before asserting that "[p]op's become . . . a series of new languages, cultural forces, and social movements that have inspired and enlivened the second half of the twentieth century, and the dawning years of this one." 18 It is, however, also a time that has seen the fragmentation of music in dozens of genres and sub-genres (which Springsteen relishes listing) and the erosion of personal and public authenticity. Springsteen opens his talk by expressing ambivalence over the word "keynote"; he fears it means there is a singular view of contemporary music. He strives to overcome genre and philosophical divides by focusing on the one thing that might unite all artists: the process of creating. His address implies that understanding the creative process, rather than the technologies of production or genre distinctions, is of primary importance for instilling a level of authenticity in what artists do and how they are perceived.
Springsteen's goal is to defend an approach to creativity that depends heavily on influence: "its your teachers, your influences, your personal history" that will make an artist authentic in a postauthentic world. To do that, Springsteen structures his artistic development as a journey of discovery of the rock, soul, pop, country, and folk influences that have helped him to evaluate his BOSS: The Biannual Online-Journal of Springsteen Studies 1.1 (2014) personal history of growing up poor in small town New Jersey and the socio-economic values he considers sedimented in America. He then presents an image of that America back to the audience as a way of working through his questions about what he is coming to understand. Springsteen begins his narrative with Elvis, whom Springsteen remembers seeing on The Ed Sullivan Show in 1956. A week later, Springsteen's six-year-old fingers were wrapped around the neck of a rented guitar. But even before Elvis changed the world of young Bruce, Springsteen brings the audience further back, back to a time when he was too young to realize the influence music was having on his life, while eating breakfast, listening to doo-wop coming from his mother's radio: the most sensual music ever made, the sound of raw sex, of silk stockings rustling on backseat upholstery, the sound of the snaps of bras popping across the [U.S.A.], of wonderful lies being whispered into Tabu-perfumed ears, the sound of smeared lipstick, untucked shirts, running mascara, tears on your pillow, secrets whispered in the still of the night, the high school bleachers and the dark at the YMCA canteen. 19 Doo-wop was the stuff of 1950's teen-agers' dreams and desires. And those dreams and desires "dripped from radios" in the rustic spaces in which he found himself: "the gas stations, factories, streets and pool halls -the temples of life and mystery in my little hometown." 20 On stage Springsteen begins strumming his guitar and singing, "Ooooo whooo. Whooo. Whooo." He says, "Don't that make you want to kiss somebody?" and segues into strumming and singing the opening lines of "Backstreets." Then, commenting on the two rhythms he just strummed, Springsteen concludes, "It all BOSS: The Biannual Online-Journal of Springsteen Studies 1.1 (2014) comes from the same place." And that musical place for Springsteen has been with him since he was a child. Elsewhere, Springsteen told Will Percy, "I didn't grow up in a community of ideas-a place where you can sit down and talk about books, and how you read them, and how they affect you." 21 In Springsteen's household there were no books, nor appreciation for books or the development of ideas. 22 In this formative vacuum, as Springsteen has stated, "the importance of rock & roll was just incredible. It reached down into all those homes where there was no music or books or any kind of creative sense, and it infiltrated the whole thing." 23 In 1981, he told an audience in England that the voices coming out of the radio "held out a promise, and it was a promise that every man has a right to live his life with some decency and respect." 24 Springsteen's education came in the form of records, a form of rebellion he later described in "No Surrender."
After leading the SXSW audience through his early rock education, from Roy Orbison to Johnny Cash to Phil Spector's wall of sound, Springsteen comes to The Animals, who were to him "a revelation … the first records with full blown class consciousness." 25 He then starts to play The Animals' "We Gotta Get Out of this Place," ending with 21 26 Later, Springsteen comes back to the influence of The Animals: "'Badlands,' 'Prove it all Night'-Darkness was filled with The Animals, you know? Youngsters, watch this one. I'm gonna tell you how it's done, right now." Springsteen plays the beginning of "Don't Let Me Be Misunderstood" and segues into the guitar riff from "Badlands" and exclaims, "It's the same fucking riff, man! Listen up, youngsters: this is how successful theft is accomplished, all right?" 27 Springsteen instructs the audience on the multi-genre influences found in his songs that blend the emotional and sexual rawness of 1950s doo-wop with the class consciousness of 1960s rock. He adds to his genre influences by bringing the audience back through the sensuality of soul to the grit of country to the immediacy of Woody Guthrie. He says at one point, "These men and women, they were and they remain my masters." 28 The emotion and the grit coalesce in Springsteen and his open acknowledgement of not just the importance of prior music, but what he calls "theft"-and we might now call "remix"-leads to the significant intertextuality on display in his work. 29 In "Intertextuality and the Discourse Community," James Porter uses the metaphor of an archaeologist to describe how writers piece together prior texts to create new meaning: "Not infrequently, and perhaps ever and always, texts refer to other texts and in fact rely on them for their meaning. All texts are interdependent: We understand a text only insofar as we understand its precursors. This is the principle we know as intertextuality." 30 Springsteen's music and lyrical themes rely heavily on those of his so-called masters and argue for a composing process that openly acknowledges influences. When Springsteen inherits and incorporates past work, he is also preserving both the music and its lineage.
That is the essence of the "folk process," a term coined by Pete Seeger's father, Charles, to describe "a process which has been going on for thousands of years. Ordinary people changing old things to fit new situations." 31 The folk process is similar to how Porter describes the social life of texts: "Authorial intention is less significant than social context; the writer is simply a part of a discourse tradition, a member of a team, and a participant in a community of discourse that creates its own collective meaning." 32 By employing elements of intertextuality and by adopting a folk 29 
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process even before he became so heavily influenced by the work of Hank Williams and Woody Guthrie in the late 1970s and early 1980s and Pete Seeger in the late 1990s, Springsteen shows himself to be an artist with not just a historical consciousness but also an overt praxis of incorporating the ideas and the work of his forebears. An awareness of the past is a significant part of what he believes makes music authentic; his subjects and characters are grounded in the history of music and literature, the socio-economic struggles of the past, and the traumas of the present. Like his folk teachers, he brings these all together through an awareness of the past in songs that speak the language of ordinary people.
Pete Seeger teaches that European academics coined the phrase "folk song" in the nineteenth century "to mean the music of the peasant class, ancient and anonymous. In the U.S.A., it was used by people like John Lomax, who collected songs of cowboys and lumberjacks, coal miners and prisoners in southern chain gangs." 33 With that definition, one could certainly argue that Springsteen's songs have always been folk; though not peasants, his characters have been those hardworking anonymous people laboring in factories and foundries, carwashes and construction. Indeed, John Hammond signed Springsteen as a folk musician based on his Dylanesque folk lyrical prowess, though it wasn't until Springsteen began listening to Hank Williams, Woody Guthrie, and the Folkways recordings that he began to see himself as part of their lineage. 34 In Songs, he describes "The River" as being his "narrative folk voice-just a guy in a bar telling his story to the Well they closed down the auto plant in Mahwah late that month Ralph went out lookin' for a job but he couldn't find none He came home too drunk from mixin' Tanqueray and wine He got a gun shot a night clerk now they call'm Johnny 99 In just four lines Springsteen presents Ralph's past, present, and future. The song opens with the closing of the actual Mahwah Ford plant in 1980, providing a historical context that sets the tone for the entire song. Springsteen shows Ralph's despair and, using mostly monosyllabic words, discusses the events that will, just six verses later, lead to Ralph demanding he be executed. Springsteen gives similar levels of personal detail and decay in earlier songs like "Growin' Up," "Thunder Road," and "Racing in the Street."
Springsteen's characters, their stories, their suffering, and their voices are of utmost importance for him. They exist within a lineage of country music, a genre with Hank Williams as its leader that, as Charles Lindholm writes, became "the music of the new rootless American working class. It articulated a lament of the betrayed wanderer, searching for love and settling for lust, far from home, working hard, drinking hard and fighting hard, wishing for salvation, and without much hope of ever finding it." 38 In his keynote address, Springsteen says,
In country music, I found the adult blues, the working men's and women's stories I'd been searching for, the grim recognition of the chips that were laid down against you … Country, by its nature, appealed to me. Country was provincial, and so was I. I was not downtown. I wasn't particularly Bohemian or hipster. I was kind of hippy-bycircumstance, when it happened. But I felt I was an average guy, with a slightly above average gift. 39 The very provinciality of country felt authentic to Springsteen; he identified with what he heard. At first, his endeavor was close to replication. Marsh suggests that the "Nebraska demos had the quality and stillness associated with the great Library of Congress folk recordings of the 1930s and 1940s." 40 But that replication remained true to the original recordings, remediating an authenticity that signified rustic roots in stories crafted to depict a singular version of working-class American life. Later, he was able to put folk stories into more formal rock contexts on There are '30s horns in "Jack of All Trades." That's the way I used the music-the idea was that the music was going to contextualize historically that this has happened before: It happened in the 1970s, it happened in the '30s, it happened in the 1800s . . . it's cyclical. Over, and over, and over, and over again. So I try to pick up some of the continuity and the historical resonance through the music. 41 For Springsteen, music is an artifact of the time period in which it was created. Springsteen samples prior work in five songs on Wrecking Ball, building layers of history into songs about contemporary concerns. "We Are Alive" starts with 20 seconds of a needle tracking through a groove, sonically alerting the listener to the importance of past forms of musical production and simultaneously connecting the song to the rustic audio tracks on Nebraska (and by extension the Folkways recordings). The folk connection is reinforced by sampling the mariachi-style horns from Johnny Cash's "Ring of Fire," written by June Carter and Merle Kilgore, and originally released by Anita Carter in 1963 on Folk Songs Old and New. The track's "ring" reinforces the conceit of cyclicality found in "We Are Alive," most especially in the song's protagonists' Lazarus-like rising from the dead. The track's "fire" spreads to Springsteen's chorus: "We are alive / And though our bodies lie alone here in the dark / Our spirits rise / To carry the BOSS: The Biannual Online-Journal of Springsteen Studies 1.1 (2014) fire and light the spark / To stand shoulder to shoulder and heart to heart." The chorus emphasizes the continuing legacy of past struggles for fair wages and respect. The song challenges the listener to research the historical references and think through the complexity of the samples and sonic layers. In order to fully appreciate many of the songs on Wrecking Ball, one must learn about and listen to the songs that Springsteen uses to provide "continuity and historical resonance." Wrecking Ball is an album that holds its full meaning through discovering and recovering an ecology of music and histories Springsteen has layered and written into it.
Springsteen, Wordsworth, Eliot, and the Role of the Writer
Music producer Mark Hagen once asked Springsteen how he is able to compose lyrics that Hagen felt deeply and personally connected to. Springsteen responded, "That's the writer's job. The writer collects and creates … moments from out of his own experience and the world that he sees around him. Then you use your imagination and put those things together, and you present that experience to your audience." 42 Springsteen's response unconsciously echoes T.S. Eliot in "Tradition and the Individual Talent": "The poet's mind is in fact a receptacle for seizing and storing up numberless feelings, phrases, images, which remain there until all the particles which can unite to form a new compound are present together." 43 "Preface to Lyrical Ballads": "The principal object . . . was to choose incidents and situations from common life, and to relate or describe them, throughout, as far as was possible." 44 All three writers describe a composing process situated in the spaces they see and experiences they have. This process is called "situated cognition" and, according to Margaret A. Syverson, "refers to the fact that cognitive processes are always embedded in specific social, cultural, and physical-material situations, which determine not only how cognitive processes unfold but also the meanings they have for participants." 45 Syverson, for example, has shown how the poems of Charles Reznikoff were composed through an evolving ecology of texts: notebooks, letters, personal experiences, the experiences of others, books, and so on. 46 In his poetry, Wordsworth drew heavily on his walks and the emotions he had during them, often looking to his sister Dorothy's journal for inspiration years after an event or encounter. Each of Eliot's Four Quartets is inspired by places important to him and his family, and parts of The Waste Land describe his exact path through London on the way to work. Similarly, Springsteen has collected spaces around him and represented them, first in his voluminous notebooks and later in songs told through the voices of othersvery much as Wordsworth does in his ballads and Eliot does in his dramatic monologues.
Though there may be autobiographical elements in Springsteen's songs (and in Eliot's and Wordsworth's poems), the stories told and the characters created have lives of their own. In a 44 1999 interview with Patrick Humphries focusing on Tracks, Springsteen elaborates on the complexity of creating characterdriven work that is for the most part the product of the artist's imagination:
I think it calls for the listener to take a step back and realize that they're listening to a creation of some sort, a work of imagination. That what you're doing, part of your craft, is understanding-and you may be singing through the voice of another character to create that understanding. I've written in many, many different voices-of which a listener will say that's obviously not literally your life…
Occasionally, I write something that's more autobiographical than not, but really it just goes all across the board. And I think that to over-interpret it, to overpersonalize it, is generally a mistake. As a writer you're paid to use your imagination, and your emotions, and your eyes, to create something that is real-in the sense that there's real emotion. And I think that whatever you're writing about, you have to find yourself in there in some fashion. That's what makes the song work. 47 Springsteen is working through the process of creating work that has a life for itself; it may be informed by his experiences and contain a significant amount of self in the form of a unique perspective, but once it is written down, the work itself becomes the important thing. The writer's history, life, and experiences at that moment of artistic creation are no longer as important as what is happening in the work. Springsteen again echoes Eliot, who argues that when a poet creates art, " 
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Springsteen's many voices. First, the poem is rife with voices: the unnamed protagonist, Marie, the hyacinth girl, Madame Sosotris, a couple talking about nerves, women in the pub, and Tiresias, to name a few. Second, the title calls attention to the illiterate and anonymous lower classes of society, those who are normally not represented in high art. Indeed, as David Chinitz notes, for Eliot "popular culture was significant as both influence and subject. … The Waste Land would have openly established popular culture as a major intertext of modernist poetry if [Ezra] Pound had not edited out most of Eliot's popular references." 51 In the manuscript of The Waste Land, the early draft titled He Do the Police in Different Voices starts with the lines "First we had a couple feelers down at Tom's place / There was old Tom, boiled to the eyes, blind," which anticipates the later pub passage that Eliot kept in the final version: Now Albert's coming back, make yourself a bit smart. He'll want to know what you done with that money he gave you To get yourself some teeth. He did, I was there. You have them all out, Lil, and get a nice set, He said, I swear, I can't bear to look at you. And no more can't I, I said, and think of poor Albert, He's been in the army four years, he wants a good time, And if you don't give it him, there's others will, I said. Oh is there, she said. Something o' that, I said. Then I'll know who to thank, she said, and give me a straight look. Where fishmen lounge at noon 54 The words "pleasant," "clatter," and "chatter" indicate an affection for the working-class people in this public bar. But, like many of Eliot's modernist protagonists, the protagonist of The Waste Land is alienated from this interior. There may be affection for the workingclass, but there is no connection. Conversely, if this were on Nebraska or The Ghost of Tom Joad, the protagonists would be in a bar, drinking, and Springsteen would tell their stories rather than describe sounds heard through the walls.
Eliot's use of lower-class voices in The Waste Land is similar to Springsteen's adoption of working-class voices and Wordsworth's assertions about the role of the poet and the subjects of poetry. In the 1802 version of his "Preface to Lyrical Ballads," 
Wordsworth warns against poets who use high diction and elevated language. For Wordsworth, doing so only results in separating authors from their potential audience. 55 Rather, Wordsworth's poems contain, as he claims, "a selection of language really used by men … Humble and rustic life was generally chosen … because in that condition of life our elementary feelings coexist in a state of greater simplicity, and, consequently, may be more accurately contemplated, and more forcibly communicated." 56 Wordsworth uses the language of the common citizen because he believes that common language holds an authenticity and resonance that elevated language or rhetoric cannot. For example, consider the "The Thorn," a poem in which the protagonist (a retired sea captain) is talking to another, speculating about the history of a decrepit thorn tree at the top of a hill. In telling the story of the tree, the sea captain is encouraged to tell the story of Martha, a women engaged to a man named Stephen who, after getting Martha pregnant, marries another woman. Bereft, lost, and seemingly mad, Martha wanders the landscape alone, her fate and the fate of her baby mostly unknown until the interlocutor And what the creeping breeze that comes The little pond to stir?" "I cannot tell; but some will say She hanged her baby on the tree; Some say she drowned it in the pond. Which is a little step beyond:
But all and each agree, The little Babe was buried there, Beneath that hill of moss so fair." 57 The language of Wordsworth's protagonist and interlocutor is simple, containing mostly short words, none of which has more than two syllables. The phrases are direct and frank. Though containing "simple and unelaborated expressions," the poem subtly conveys the feelings and psychology of its protagonist and subject. 58 The thorn is much more than a tree; it is a space of mourning, forever entwined with the story of Martha and her dead child.
Springsteen would write similarly frank, predominantly monosyllabic, and deceptively simple lines nearly two hundred years later in dozens of songs, such as "Nebraska," "Johnny 99," and "Galveston Bay." On each of these and many similar tracks the narrative is set in a certain geographical space: Lincoln, Nebraska; Mahwah, New Jersey; Seabrook, Texas. Each geographical location becomes a code for a larger socio-cultural issue. Lincoln, a "town" in "Nebraska" instead of city, rising out of the plains, signifies desolation. Mahwah, which once boasted the largest auto assembly plant in the country, signifies economic downturn. Seabrook, a town of harbors where Clear Lake merges with Galveston Bay, signifies disruption. In Springsteen's more Romantic songs, natural settings carry similar levels of signification as they did to the Romantic poets: a river valley signifies youth ("The River"); a hill top signifies hierarchy ("Mansion on the Hill"); moonlight signifies hope ("Downbound Train"). In 1997, Springsteen told Nicholas BOSS: The Biannual Online-Journal of Springsteen Studies 1.1 (2014) Dawidoff, "I had an interest of writing about the country-all of it. I was creating intimate portraits of individuals that you can draw back from and look at them in the context of the country they live in. You have to find circumstances where those characters resonate with psychological, emotional, and, by implication, political issues." 59 By the mid-1990s, Springsteen had become proficient at writing lyrics that made connections between an environment (context) and the kinds of stories (circumstances) that could be told about people in those spaces. The power in his songs comes in the interplay of these two key lyrical structures: context and circumstance.
Wordsworth was a master at connecting context and circumstance to lead to psychological resonance. 60 In the "Preface to Lyrical Ballads," Wordsworth argues that the poet considers man and the objects that surround him as acting and re-acting upon each other, so as to produce an infinite complexity of pain and pleasure; he considers man in his own nature and in his ordinary life as contemplating this with a certain quantity of immediate knowledge, with certain convictions, intuitions, and deductions, which from habit acquire the quality of intuitions; he considers him as looking upon this complex scene of ideas and sensations, and finding everywhere objects that immediately excite in him sympathies. 61 
According to Wordsworth, a poet illuminates the nuanced, emotional, and symbiotic relationship between a person and the objects surrounding that person. Context-ordinary context-is of ultimate importance. Only when considering people in their ordinary natural spaces can a poet reveal a person's value system and the immediate emotions emerging from being in a particular space at a particular time. "Once again / Do I behold these step and lofty cliffs, / That on a wild and secluded scene impress / Thoughts of a more deep seclusion," Wordsworth writes at the beginning of "Lines Composed a Few Miles Above Tintern Abbey." 62 The ordinary context of a view over the River Wye when mixed with the protagonist's psyche results in the emotional response. Garman suggests that Springsteen uses "working-class geographies to illustrate the dissolution of working-class communities" that leads to an inability to "forge a collective working-class identity which provides people with a sense of self-worth." 63 The factories in "Johnny 99," "Factory," and "Youngstown" are not just physical objects. Rather, they are icons of a fragmented American dream. Or, as poet James Wolcott once quipped, "Silent factories are to [Springsteen] what church ruins were to the English Romantics, crumbling theaters of decay which serve as houses of lost faith." 64 But, rather than the mere presentation of American icons, Springsteen also engages in pointed social commentary. By adopting the voices of ordinary citizens he advocates for those who have been forgotten. During his interview with the Paris media, 62 Wordsworth, Selected Poems and Prefaces, 108. Springsteen summarized his oeuvre this way: "My work has always been about judging the distance between American reality and the American dream-how far it is at any given moment." He draws on the debilitating home life of his childhood, looking "toward not just the psychological reasons in [his] house, but the social forces that played upon [his] home and made life more difficult." 65 In his SXSW talk, Springsteen walks the audience through his experience listening to Hank Williams, spin after spin on the turntable, trying to figure out what made Williams's music important for him (and society) at that moment. Finally, his "ears became accustomed to its beautiful simplicity, and its darkness and depth." 66 Springsteen saw himself reflected in the characters populating Williams's songs. He found themes with which he wanted to engage. But country, as he remarks, was "rarely politically angry, and it was rarely politically critical. And I realized that that fatalism had a toxic element." 67 No one in country music was asking why things were the way they were, which was something Springsteen started doing in the early 1980s after reading Henry Steel Commanger and Allen Nevins's History of the United States. While reading this book, Springsteen told a Paris audience, he "started to learn about how things got to be the way they are today, how you end up a victim without even knowing it. And how people get old and just die after not having hardly a day's satisfaction or peace of mind in their lives." 68 questioned why, according to Springsteen. Guthrie was asking those questions: "Woody's gaze was set on today's hard times. But also, somewhere over the horizon, there was something. Woody's world was a world where fatalism was tempered by a practical idealism. It was a world where speaking truth to power wasn't futile, whatever its outcome." 69 In "Tradition and the Individual Talent," T.S. Eliot argues that artists who wish to remain significant must have an "historical sense[, which] involves a perception, not only of the pastness of the past, but of its presence. … This historical sense, which is a sense of the timeless as well of the temporal, is what makes a writer traditional." 70 In The Waste Land, Eliot incorporates texts ranging from Ovid's Metamorphosis to popular Ziegfeld Follies. By weaving together fragments of the works of antiquity with elements of Modernist popular culture and ideology, Eliot is arguing that all texts, regardless of their time of origin, can-and should-be looked to when considering contemporary concerns. He insists that to be traditional a "poet must develop or procure the consciousness of the past and … should continue to develop this consciousness throughout his career." 71 As an artist, Springsteen has continued to develop his own consciousness of the past, and at each stage in his education he has attempted to incorporate into his writing and music what he has uncovered. For example, when choosing songs for We Shall Overcome: The Seeger Sessions Springsteen specifically chose songs that he could "make 'of the moment' . . . so you're connected to this Along with the power that comes from using common language and emotional description in ways consistent with Wordsworth's approach to writing, the lines allude to the corruption described in Reed's original:
Most our preachers preach for gold and not for souls That's what keeps a poor man always in a hole We can hardly get our breath Taxed and schooled and preached to death Tell me how can a poor man stand such times and live? By using Reed's last verse as his first, Springsteen signals that the song will be an extension of the original song's decrying of economic conditions and shows his appreciation for what Eliot described as "not only of the pastness of the past, but of its presence." 75 In Reed's version, the doctor is an active contributor to the financial inequality discussed in the song, an inequality felt by many of those who were victims of the flooding. In Springsteen's version, "the doctor" is President Bush, whose bright, happy face is that of a shyster promising healing but leaving only bills. The anachronism present in the work succeeds in placing the song on a historical continuum, blending the traumas of the past with those of the present, allowing the listener to understand a lineage of suffering and perceptions of an ineffective government, making it seem like the whole history of blues and suffering, in Eliot's words, "has a simultaneous existence and composes a simultaneous order" in the space of just one song. 76
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Springsteen, Authenticity, and Legacy
When Springsteen broaches the subject of authenticity in his SXSW keynote, he is likely taking a jab at-or at the very least, refuting-those who have questioned his authenticity. Springsteen has continually challenged the perception that his enormous net worth and celebrity status contradict the messages of his songs. As he told Ed Bradley on 60 Minutes in 1995, "I believe that your fundamental point of view and politics comes out of some core emotional and psychological picture and is established by your early experience of life." 77 When Springsteen appeared on the covers of Time and Newsweek in 1975 he was labeled a corporate stooge; when he released Born in the U.S.A. he was labeled a sellout; when he married Julianne Philips he was cast as out of touch with his New Jersey roots; when Sony released the Wal-Mart exclusive version of his greatest hits (which Springsteen agreed was a mistake) he was accused of going against the communitybased principles and labor advocacy he has espoused throughout his career. 78 Scholars of popular culture have wrestled with Springsteen's authenticity for decades, noting and/or questioning any or all of the following: his humble roots, slow rise, major breakthroughs, various appropriations, personal decisions, rebirth post-9/11, concert performances, and political and marketing decisions. 79 Indeed, there's hardly an article, interview, or BOSS: The Biannual Online-Journal of Springsteen Studies 1.1 (2014) broadcast that does not adhere to this narrative or, like the 60 Minutes and Paris interviews, ask Springsteen to reveal his authenticity by discussing how his roots have affected his psyche. In 1984, Springsteen told Kurt Loder, "I realized that I was a rich man, but I felt like a poor man inside." 80 Springsteen echoed that sentiment in "Better Days," confessing, "It's a sad funny ending to find yourself pretending / A rich man in a poor man's shirt."
My goal here, however, is not to rehash these claims; such discussions are important contributions to understanding Springsteen at the podium is an accurate version of Springsteenthe-artist or one manufactured to maintain a real or imagined narrative of Springsteen as man of the people. And, as is readily apparent, Springsteen's conception of the working class (as is Wordsworth's, for that matter) is an idealized, nostalgic, romanticized, and problematic depiction of a group of people who are significantly more diverse than he suggests. Jefferson Cowie and Lauren Boehm as well as Elizabeth Seymour engage with these ideas thoroughly in their scholarship. 81 Rather, I am interested in testing the limits of Springsteen's definition of authenticity as it moves from creativity and influence to legacy. Springsteen's definition of authenticity is very much consistent with how we as a society have come to define something as authentic. According to Lindholm, there are "two overlapping modes for characterizing any entity as authentic: genealogical or historical (origin) and identity or correspondence (content). Authentic objects, persons, and collectives are original, real, pure; they are what they purport to be, their roots are known and verified, their essence and appearance are one." 82 experiences seeing poor people employed to work at reduced wages on huge swaths of land owned by the wealthy. 85 At Seeger's insistence, Springsteen and Seeger sang the fourth and fifth verses at Obama's first inauguration. That was the first and only other (known) time Springsteen has sung the fourth verse in front of an audience; my research reveals that in concert he has only sung the less controversial first three verses. Springsteen's decision to sing the fourth verse instead of the less controversial verses may have been a nod to the legacy of Guthrie, who was being celebrated that year at SXSW. But, it also leads one to question how fully Springsteen embodies the ideals the verse aspires to promote: the free and open exchange and use of cultural resources. Read metaphorically, the verse is about any property one group of owners withholds from others, be they land owners or, say, the recording industry. When considered within Springsteen's SXSW keynote assertion that successful theft (or influence) as creative inspiration is an important part of what makes one authentic, it is hard not to make a connection between the verse he sings and what Springsteen advocates in his talk. Kirby Ferguson, writer and director of the Everything's a Remix documentary series, argues that creativity contains three main elements: copying, transforming, and combining. 86 To borrow Springsteen's terminology, we copy the ideas of our teachers and influences (which he did as a young musician copying Elvis, the Beatles, Joe Cocker, Van Morrison, and Dylan); once we are confident, we transform them into something new (which is how "Don't Let Me Be Misunderstood" becomes BOSS: The Biannual Online-Journal of Springsteen Studies 1.1 (2014) culture. He also understood that copyright, which was designed to protect culture and not corporate interests, was being transformed into an institution that protects corporations at the expense of culture. 90 He embodied the idea that music is a process of change over time, through which musicians build on and transform the work of prior artists, resulting in music that is no longer by just one person; it is music by the people "because so many folks have had a hand (or a throat) in shaping them." 91 He actively sought to reform the International Public Domain to ensure original artists whose work has passed into the public domain, but has been adapted by new artists, receive a percentage of the future royalties. Seeger's goal was to combat a musical colonialism of songs from poorer areas and nations that one day will "be collected and new words put to them in some wealthy city somewhere. The povertystricken village will stay poverty stricken." 92 In other words, Seeger was consistent in his approach to folk music and his ideals about preserving a folk process.
Springsteen's legacy as a musician has been solidified. His legacy as a cultural ambassador advocating for the arts is just beginning. In his SXSW talk, Springsteen emphasizes "it's the power and purpose of your music that still matters" for one to be considered authentic. 93 The purpose of one's music extends beyond the lyrics and the score. It extends to how artists position themselves in relation to the social institutions designed to structure the lives of citizens. Springsteen has shown his power and BOSS: The Biannual Online-Journal of Springsteen Studies 1.1 (2014) purpose by advocating for gay marriage as early as 1996, by speaking out against the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, by lending his voice to the 2014 Shoah Foundation fundraising gala, to name only a few instances. When Jon Landau supported high prices for concert downloads, he noted they were consistent with what Pearl Jam and Phish have been charging. 94 More purposeful and powerful might have been to offer downloads for free, looking to artists like Radiohead, Nine Inch Nails, and Coldplay, who have bypassed labels and released albums for free or on a pay-what-youwant basis. Nine Inch Nails encourages fans to remix tracks and upload them to the band's web site, cementing a direct connection between fans and artist and making an argument about the anachronism of a label-centric recording industry. Perhaps Springsteen might do that with an upcoming album. Or let fans pay what they can afford for concert audio. As BruceFunds has brought to light, many fans do not have the means to pay for a ticket and many others have the means to donate. 95 I suspect many do not have the means to pay for concert downloads, either. By asking fans to pay and by creating two tiers of audio quality (MP3 and the more expensive FLAC), Springsteen and his management team recreate the social hierarchies Springsteen rails against in his songs.
Springsteen has reached a stage in his career where people actively seek him out as the conscience of society. During his interview with the Paris media, one reporter observed, "so many 97 The last decade has seen Springsteen transform from rock and roll singer to social critic. Springsteen's SXSW talk puts him in a lineage that includes some of the most important writers and thinkers to defend traditional or authentic processes for creating art (what Eliot defines as traditional; Springsteen labels authentic). If he made a statement in favor of the free flow of information (as Seeger did in his defense of the public domain and as Springsteen's lawyers' are doing by pointing scholars to the Fair Use Doctrine for quoting his lyrics), people would listen. Something might change. It might put him on a path toward removing himself from the corporate structures that actively attempt to limit the creative processes Springsteen advocates. It would reinforce his commitment to a traditional and authentic approach to composing that encourages artists to borrow from their influences without the fear of repercussion that stagnates artistic growth. It would show Springsteen continuing his journey to embrace fully Guthrie's and Seeger's influences, to adopt fully the traditional, folk-infused creative process he illuminates in his SXSW keynote address, and to emerge fully as a cultural ambassador for the arts.
